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Abstract: With the invention of deep learning, there is a good progress in image classification. But automatic generation of captions for images is still a challenging problem and is in the initial stages of artificial intelligence research. Automatic description of images has applications in social networking and will be useful to visually impaired persons. This paper concentrates on designing a user-friendly web application framework which can predict the caption of an image using deep learning techniques. The verbs and objects present in the caption are used for forming the emoji and for predicting the major color of the image.
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I. INTRODUCTION

People are trying to generate captions for the images automatically for a long time using artificial intelligence. When an image is shown to different people, each can describe it differently but each description will have an appropriate meaning. Image captioning is the task of generating such a meaningful textual description when given an image[1]. The appropriate caption of the image can describe the objects present in the image, their attributes and actions. The two major tasks in image captioning [2] are to identify the correct verbs based on objects, their attributes and actions for which a deep learning model is trained. The second part is generating the syntactically correct statement which connects all the identified objects along with their attributes and actions. Once the model training was done, the system will predict a caption for the new image. This caption is evaluated using BLEU score [3]. With the help of Emoji2vec [4], using the verbs and objects present in the caption, to emoji is generated. This feature helps in getting additional attention from the users who used this system to predict their images. This paper concentrates on designing a user-friendly web application where a user can select an image through a browser and get the details like color, caption and emoji of that image. This is designed using python Flask framework and is implemented at the backend by python and tensor flow.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The main work in image captioning lies in connecting both the vision and language model which helps in generating a caption by connecting all the objects in the image and framing a caption correctly without grammatical mistakes.

Different caption generating models contain only one step encoder and decoder where as Zhihao Zhu[5] implemented a model consisting of two encoders and decoders. In this preview and tell model, a sample caption is generated with the major identified objects at the end of first encoder stage. In the later stage, finalized caption is generated with the suitable sentence framing. Even though the model for captioning is very effective, it is difficult to describe entire image content in one single sentence. We can only mention the highlighted objects and their attributes but not in fine deeper way. Jonathan Krause’s [6] model solves this problem. The hierarchical recurrent networks help in identifying the image keenly. This generates multiple captions which cover almost all the pixels in an image. Then all those captions are joined as a meaningful paragraph in the dense language model. But the only disadvantage in this model is length. Zhongliang Yang [7] uses the language convertor as a base concept. Encoder and decoder are needed to convert a sentence from one language to another. Here, the source is either an image or sentence, it need to be encoded and caption will be generated using a language decoder. Convolution a neural network is used for decoding and recurrent neural networks is used for decoding. Jiuxiang Gu [8] developed a new diverse model called stack captioning based on reinforced learning for decoder. This decodes a caption from dense to crisp. In reinforced learning the outcome from one step decoder will be sent to the upper level decoders and will be processed further. Vikram Mullachery [9] had made use of checkpoints in the image captioning model for developing captions for videos also. Zhihao Zhu [10] developed a model which first decides the topic to which this image belongs to. Later caption is generated based on that identified topic. This feedback type model is popularly known as topic guided captioning. Ankit Gupta [11] shows the difference in caption generated when RNN is used along with LSTM. Here RNN is used to decode the caption from the list of objects identified, and LSTM stores content for longer period. The well-known work in the field of image captioning is done by Google [12] and published through a paper work called “show and tell”. MD Zahir Hossain [13] has done a comprehensive survey of deep learning for image captioning. The survey describes all the existing methods and classifications in models.

III. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND

A. Flickr8k Data Set

As image captioning in deep learning research so far is done through supervised learning[14], there are some bench mark datasets available like COCO,
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Flickr8k, Flickr30k, visual genome, Instagram datasets [15]. Flickr8k dataset which can identify 1000+ objects along with their actions, is used to train the cnn model in the current research. This dataset consists of 8000 images in which 6000 images are used for training, 1000 for validation and 1000 for testing. It mainly contains animals and human images with each image having an identification number and described by 5 captions. Fig. 1 shows a sample image and the captions from Flickr dataset.

B. Convolution Neural Networks

There are different convolution nets available like VGG 16, VGG19, inception V3, Alexnet [16], [17]. For some of the nets code is already written in keras and for some, code need to be written in python. VGG 16 model is used in this paper. It is already a built in model in keras with 16 layers.

C. Evaluation Metrics

After the model is trained, whenever an image is passed to the model, it generates the captions. The accuracy of the caption predicted is measured using different techniques like BLUE [3], SPICE, ROUGE [18] etc. In this paper BLUE score is used. The score ranges from 0 to 1 with score 0 representing invalid or less similar cation and 1 represents an accurate caption.

Fig. 1. sample image along with five captions from flickr8k dataset.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

As the main task of the proposed work is to design a user friendly web application framework to caption the required images, the first task is to design the web page to facilitate the user to select the images for captioning. This was done using Flask [19], a framework available in python with tensor flow as the backend. Fig. 2 shows the architectural diagram of the proposed work.

The background work majorly contains two modules. 1. Vision module and 2. NLP module. In the vision module image is scanned pixel by pixel and then with the help of pre trained VGG network and training dataset, objects present in the image will be predicted. The object with maximum area occupied will be sent to the color prediction. The model is trained with the help of color recognition utility present in python to identify seven colors namely black, white, grey, blue, green, red and yellow. The predicted color output will be one among this. For caption generation, the system should also detect the actions present in the image. VGG 16 model will encode the extracted features and they will be stored in pickle file. It has different objects and descriptions of those objects present in the image. Then this pickle file will be given to second module called natural language processing module which consists of LSTM [20]. It decodes the data and appropriate caption will be generated. The next part of the work is to generate the emoji. for this, the predicted caption is split into words and words are listed down in vector format with python inbuilt word2vec and this vector is sent to identify the related emoji in emoji2vec. Finally all these predictions will be sent to result.html and displayed to the user.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The web application framework designed by Flask has the option to choose an image file for which the user need to get the caption. The initial page displayed to the user is as shown in Fig. 3. Once the user clicks on ‘choose file’ button, he will be displayed with different images as shown in Fig. 4 from which he can select an image file. After selecting the image, user need to click the ‘caption me’ button. Then the web application shows the location from where the app has got the image, the predicted color of the image, predicted caption and emoji of the image as shown in Fig. 5.
As the system is trained for black, white, yellow, red, blue and green colors and as in the image selected for experimentation, the major part of the image has green color, the color predicted was green. And the major object in the image was dog, the system shown the name of the dog breed type and dog emoji.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Image Captioning and emoji creation was successfully implemented using Deep Learning models. But this work can be further extended to recognize more colors. Emoji prediction is done by splitting words in predicted caption. But emoji can be predicted directly from image without using language model.

![Fig. 3. Initial Page of the web App](image1)

![Fig. 4. Image Selection Page](image2)

![Fig. 5. Final output- color, caption, emoji predictor](image3)
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